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WAYS
WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT
HELPS CONSTRUCTION
COMPANIES ACHIEVE SUCCESS

Discover how this rapidly evolving business
system helps revolutionize control over
a project’s largest cost.



Few commercial construction leaders dispute the power of 

digital transformation.

Think of a construction world without Procore, Spectrum, Viewpoint, 

STACK, Sage Estimating, Autodesk BIM 360, or any so�ware that is now 

considered an industry standard. Their ability to automate once-manual 

processes with speed, accuracy, and analytic insight have helped transform 

the industry in countless ways.

The payback to digital business operations is substantial. McKinsey reports 

digital transformation generates productivity gains of 14 to 15 percent and 

cost reductions of four to six percent. Those are impressive numbers for an 

industry that wrestles with an average pre-tax net profit margin of 1.4 to 2.4 

percent for general contractors (GCs) and 2.2 to 3.5 percent for specialty 

contractors.

Digital solutions in design, accounting, estimating, sales, project 

management, content management, and other areas have advanced the 

industry in incalculable ways.

For many GCs and specialty contractors there remains one stubborn 

holdout in the drive to digital integration and efficiency. It’s the operational 

area that’s the biggest determinant of project success or failure.

This is made up of the people that make your company hum, from 

apprentices and journeymen to foremen, superintendents and senior 

project managers.
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https://www.laborchart.com/post/the-right-software-to-combat-the-labor-shortage-the-right-way
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/operations/our-insights/decoding-digital-transformation-in-construction
https://www.constructionbusinessowner.com/business-management/9-numbers-you-need-keep-your-company-profitable


Today, many companies still rely on old school, manual processes to 

allocate precious labor capital. This internal disconnect between the 

company’s digital infrastructure creates a cascade of labor challenges at a 

time when most construction contractors can least afford it.

Today, 81 percent of construction firms have trouble filling both salaried 

and hourly cra� positions. About three-quarters of all firms predict labor 

shortages will be the biggest hurdle to growth. The projects are there. The 

workers aren’t.

What are performance-minded companies doing to make the most of the 

talent they do have? What are they doing to modernize labor scheduling 

methods? This playbook explores the rapidly evolving business system of 

workforce management in the construction industry.

What is construction workforce management? How does it benefit your 

operation? How does it support decision making, strengthen margins and 

support the company’s drive for growth? Keep reading to discover. 

of construction firms have trouble filling

both salaried and hourly cra� positions
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https://www.laborchart.com/post/people-process-technology-the-three-legged-stool-of-wfm
https://www.propelleraero.com/blog/how-to-adapt-to-the-skilled-labor-shortage-in-construction/


Two events took place in the late 1980s and early 1990s that had a 

profound impact on the way construction companies have scheduled 

projects and talent over the last three decades.

 

One was the widespread emergence of the whiteboard, believed to 

have been invented in the early 1960s. The other was the introduction

of a computerized spreadsheet, briefly popularized by Lotus 1-2-3, then 

permanently by Microso� Excel.

Little did anyone know how these developments would impact how 

operational professionals would manage work assignments.

The daily grind of maintaining whiteboards peppered with yellow sticky 

notes or manually updating spreadsheets remains a routine ritual even to 

this day. It’s like walking into an otherwise modern office only to discover 

a touch-tone phone on each desk. What makes this incongruity all the 

more puzzling is how heavily invested most companies are in digital 

transformation. 

To digitally sequester this key business function from the rest of the 

company begs the question “Why?”. 

This irony isn’t lost on Ben Schultz, CEO of LaborChart, a Procore company 

and a construction workforce management pioneer. “Fi�y percent of a 

project cost is labor for many contractors. It’s the project’s biggest variable 

cost and most controllable. A�er all, your competition pays about the same 

price as you do for materials and equipment. The only thing that separates 

you is how you manage labor,” Schultz says.

Some argue a 1990s approach to labor allocation works just fine today. 

The view is, ‘Hey, we’re doing okay. We’re getting the work done.’ Perhaps 

so. But companies are drawing a wholly different conclusion. Operational 

leaders find traditional scheduling systems to be far too limiting:

•      Quickly outdated and useless data

•      Vulnerable to continuing inefficiencies

•      Miscommunication

•      Lost productivity

•      Reduced operational visibility 

•      Inadequate business planning and decision-making insight

DIGITAL-FREE ZONE
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whiteboard
https://www.laborchart.com/


These and other constraints manifest themselves in various real-world ways. A few examples:

AYARS & AYARS - MIDWEST GC, 100 EMPLOYEES 

Four large whiteboards failed to keep up with daily and sometimes hourly work assignment 

updates, making transfers a constant challenge.

TGC STRUCTURAL - PACIFIC NORTHWEST SPECIALTY CONTRACTOR, 50 EMPLOYEES 

The general superintendent spent all day Wednesday and Thursday planning next week’s labor 

allocations, o�en taking Friday and Saturday to finish with phone calls, note taking, and 

crossing their fingers before finally posting on the whiteboard.

TURNER - GLOBAL GC, 10,000 EMPLOYEES 

Daily project coordination required three schedulers each managing multiple spreadsheets. 

Even simple tasks like tracking down an employee’s phone number was a coordinated effort.

JOSTIN CONSTRUCTION - OHIO GC, 75 EMPLOYEES

Growing difficulty of coordinating two divisions with a dozen superintendents managing 

workers with whiteboards, text messages, and spreadsheets in the face of mounting frustration.

 W. BRADLEY ELECTRIC - WEST COAST SPECIALTY CONTRACTOR, 320 EMPLOYEES   

Two floor-to-ceiling whiteboards hampered accurate, agile project assignments and the ability 

to anticipate, rather than react to, changing project conditions.

It’s time to transform a basic business operation with the same level of efficiency and 

enterprise-wide integration as the world’s leading applications in accounting, estimating, 

project management, and other construction company departments.

It’s time to transform a basic business operation with the same level of efficiency and 

enterprise-wide integration as the world’s leading applications in accounting, estimating, 

project management, and other construction company departments.
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https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/general-contractor-found-laborchart-and-never-looked-back
https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/laborchart-saves-specialty-contractor-10-hours-each-week
https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/laborchart-simplifies-labor-scheduling-for-turner
https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/jostin-construction-obtains-20x-roi-with-laborchart
https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/w-bradley-electric-and-laborchart-reinvent-the-whiteboard-3


There are ways to proactivitely manage your

people with a modern professional approach, and

proactively standardize your business operations

including labor allocation and scheduling.

Gary Fuchs, Former vice president of operations, Westphal & Company

A formal definition describes workforce management as an organizational 

approach used to optimize efficiency and productivity among employees.

 

A simplified one: Assigning the right person to the right job at the

right time.  

Workforce management is a rapidly growing initiative in a number of 

construction companies. It’s a reaction to the growing realization of the 

status quo – manual whiteboards, spreadsheets, and other ad hoc, 

homegrown solutions – is no longer up to the challenge in a digital world.

 

Gary Fuchs spent the better part of four decades chasing a more efficient 

way for Westphal & Company, a Wisconsin -based electrical contractor 

with 400 employees working across 15 states.

 

As the firm’s vice president of operations (recently retired), it drove him 

crazy why his firm, like so many others, was reduced to slow, error-prone 

whiteboards and spreadsheets. “Accounting and project management 

so�ware has been around since the birth of the computer,” Fuchs says. 

“Labor management has no such advantage. It was just a hodgepodge 

and still is for a lot of companies.”

Schultz understands the frustration. “I know some contractors rationalize 

scheduling inefficiency as ‘It’s just construction. It’s the nature of the 

business. It will always be this way.’ I disagree. There are ways to 

proactively manage your people with a modern professional approach, 

and proactively standardize your business operations including labor 

allocation and scheduling.”
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INTRODUCING WORKFORCE
MANAGEMENT

https://www.laborchart.com/post/five-benefits-of-better-workforce-management
https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/how-westphal-co-achieves-20x-roi-with-laborchart


So, what is construction workforce management?

First, what it’s not: Just labor scheduling. Yes, labor scheduling is a major 

component of a workforce management system. Workforce management 

is a comprehensive set of operational disciplines that o�en fill blind or 

blurred spots in a construction labor management approach.

 

Today this role o�en takes the form of an individual (or several individuals) 

“who has the best blend of office and field capabilities,” Schultz says. In 

short, a unicorn that has her or his hand on the pulse of nearly every 

project, knows the skills of nearly everyone on staff, and is able to translate 

that insight to estimating, finance, accounting and senior leadership.

Brian Witt, Director of Business Development for LaborChart, has seen all 

kinds of iterations on this in-house scheduling guru. He recalls one 

organization “that had three guys huddled together in this small 

windowless room with floor-to-ceiling whiteboards. All these guys did all 

day was move magnets across the board and make phone calls. You pray 

none of them ever gets sick.”

LaborChart, a Procore Company is trailblazing the construction industry as 

a workforce management pioneer and helping formalize the parameters of 

a workforce management department. This next-gen business unit is 

destined to be a force multiplier, helping organizations intensify their labor 

focus in ways seldom envisioned today. “It’s easy to imagine within the next 

five years that a workforce department will be every bit as common as a 

finance department,” Schultz predicts. 
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https://www.laborchart.com/post/real-life-workforce-management-dispatch-and-communication


5 PILLARS

A workforce management system is a dynamic ecosystem of five 

operational pillars that should rival accounting, finance, and other 

traditional business units one day:

PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

Personal Data

Location

Certifications

Field Information

Individual Skillsets

PLANNING SCHEDULING DATA COMMUNICATION

People and Project Planning

Daily | Near-Term | Long-Term

Company Planning

Visualize Worker Deployment,

Deltas

Formulate Labor Strategy

Identify Future Leaders/Business

Continuity

Make Assignments

Assign Work to Specific Projects

Mass Communication

Assign Work to Specific Projects

Gain Insight into Your

Labor Pool

Realize Time and Cost Savings

Make Strategic Workforce

Decisions

Make Requests

Request Based on Skillset, Job Title,

Certification, Availability, Location

and More

Schedule Assignment Start and

End Dates

Dispatch Workers When They’ve

Been Assigned

Send Workers Assignment and

Project Details

Schedule Assignment Start and

End Dates

Dispatch Workers When They’ve

Been Assigned

Send Workers Assignment and

Project Details

Schedule Assignment Start and

End Dates

Dispatching

Request Based on Skillset, Job Title,

Certification, Availability, Location

and More

Request Labor While in the Field

Detail Scope of Work and

Assignment Within the Request

Send Workers Assignment and

Project Details

Detail Scope of Work and

Assignment Within the Request

Request Labor While in the Field
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I know it may sound odd to say, but a sense

of calm settles over the entire company.

Gary Fuchs, Former vice president of operations, Westphal & Company

RESULTS

What’s the outcome? This is where the idea of workforce management 

becomes doubly intriguing for companies eager to manage growth in a 

measured, proactive fashion.

Fuchs’ experience at Westphal is fairly typical. The company implemented 

a workforce management platform about five years ago. Fuchs says words 

like ‘game changer’ scarcely do the transformation that sets in justice. “We 

said goodbye to spreadsheets and whiteboards. No more black box,” 

Fuchs recalls.

“We finally had a solid platform to integrate with the company’s other 

platforms. That gets more and more people involved in the labor process 

with controlled transparency across the entire labor management system. 

Whole new swaths of the company collaborate and actively engage in 

labor support. You’re more efficient. That saves time. Finance has their eyes 

on labor, which accounts for most of the job costs.”

 

“I know it may sound odd to say, but a sense of calm settles over the entire 

company.”

  

And something else, too. In Fuchs’ estimation, it’s the workforce equivalent 

of the Golden Fleece or Holy Grail: a true, accurate fade analysis (see 

sidebar). The level of precision and insight a workforce management 

platform presents helps project leaders track labor against profit fade. In 

other words, it tackles profit fade like no other analytic solution.
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https://www.laborchart.com/post/real-life-workforce-management-right-information-right-communication-right-time


For other companies, the outcomes are no less telling. Here’s a look at what a workforce 

management platform solution means to the pros that administer it:

GUARANTEE ELECTRICAL COMPANY (St. Louis), 1,000+ employees. Helps ensure 

everyone works with the same real-time data. Integration with Viewpoint eliminates manual 

data entry and pulls in relevant employee information.

MESSER CONSTRUCTION CO. (Cincinnati), 1,000+ employees. Another Viewpoint 

integration. The workforce management platform fundamentally changed the company’s 

talent management process. No more need to sync data between offline and online 

management methods.

DESCO (Edmonton, Alberta), 30 employees. Eliminated paper-based scheduling system for a 

digital, cloud-based solution, accessible anytime, anywhere, on any device. No more 

confusion about who is available and where.

JOSTIN CONSTRUCTION INC. (Cincinnati), 75 employees. Eliminated early morning phone 

calls and texts with a workforce management platform. What took two to three hours a day is 

now achieved in minutes. The field operations manager estimates a 20x annual ROI through 

workforce platform efficiencies.   

TURNER (New York City), 10,000 employees. A scalable workforce management platform 

simplifies team and individual communication, improving project talent allocation and 

speeding scheduling adjustments due to weather, project needs.
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https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/laborchart-improves-employee-morale-and-creates-a-culture-of-familiarity
https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/laborchart-saves-messer-construction-time-and-money-daily
https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/they-were-scheduling-labor-on-paper-until-they-found-laborchart
https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/jostin-construction-obtains-20x-roi-with-laborchart
https://www.laborchart.com/case-studies/laborchart-simplifies-labor-scheduling-for-turner


The projected trendline for the years ahead nearly guarantees the 

traditional means and methods of managing construction labor talent will 

be subjected to enormous stress.

Packed project pipelines, more complex project demands, continuing 

digitization of the build environment, sharpening labor and material 

shortages, and the rise of aggressive, technologically-savvy competitors 

will put companies reliant on old school labor scheduling and tracking 

methods on the defensive.

Now more than ever, it may be time to consider alternatives. How could a 

workforce management platform advance your company’s business aims? 

Investigate how a solution like LaborChart, a Procore Company revitalizes

a company process being challenged from multiple directions.

   

What you and your team discover may be an even better way to assign the 

right person to the right job at the right time.

Visit laborchart.com

A WORD ABOUT
CONSTRUCTION
PROFIT FADE

Construction profit fade is a comparison of your original estimated 

gross margin on a job to your actual progression throughout the 

construction period. If you have an estimated profit of two percent 

and your profit drops to zero percent, the result is a 100 percent 

profit fade (the calculation should be a percentage change, not 

the difference between two percentages).

Here are five reasons for profit fade:

A project manager who doesn’t manage costs and/or 

people on the job well.

An estimator who is too optimistic in his/her estimates.

Not coding job costs to the correct job.
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Change orders that drain profits or weren’t approved 

and recorded in the accounting system.

 Jobs that are outside the company’s expertise, causing    

additional costs and delays.

1
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https://www.laborchart.com/demo
https://www.laborchart.com


LaborChart, a Procore Company, is the leading workforce management (WFM) 
solution for the construction industry. We help construction companies with their 
workforce management approach, including resource and data management, 
planning and scheduling, forecasting, analytics and communication. Built from a 
unique blend of construction and so�ware expertise, LaborChart helps contractors 
around the world manage their most important asset — their people. From general 
and specialty contractors to big and small construction rosters, LaborChart provides 
a secure and easy-to-navigate platform that can be accessed anytime, anywhere.

For more information, visit laborchart.com.

https://www.laborchart.com/?utm_source=syndicated-constructiondive&utm_medium=cpl&utm_campaign=5-ways-custom-content-created-for-laborchart-by-studioid&utm_term=whitepaper&utm_content=20210922-tl


studioID is Industry Dive’s global content studio offering brands
an ROI rich tool kit: Deep industry expertise, first-party audience 
insights, an editorial approach to brand storytelling, and targeted 
distribution capabilities. Our trusted in-house content marketers 
help brands power insights-fueled content programs that nurture 
prospects and customers from discovery through to purchase, 
connecting brand to demand. 

https://www.studioid.com/



